ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
DNA microarrays are radically boosting the understanding of living systems, thus creating enormous opportunities to elucidate the biological processes of cells in different physiological states. In particular, the application of * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
high-throughput technologies to analyze DNA, RNA or proteins from tumor cells is improving cancer analysis to levels that classical methods have been unable to reach. Several studies provide clear examples of how molecular forecasting of cancer outcome represents a significant adjunct to existing prognostic methods (Golub et al., 1999; Alon et al., 1999; Perou et al., 1999; Alizadeh et al., 2000; Bittner et al., 2000; Khan et al., 2001; Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Armstrong et al., 2002) . However, cancer analysis and classification on the basis of microarray data poses the challenge to develop computational procedures able to address specific issues, such as modeling multiple, heterogeneous populations and reducing the overwhelming number of variables (genes).
In particular, the presence of samples belonging to multiple categories hampers the development of procedures for the molecular classification of distinct tumor types. Indeed, most of the proposed methods tackle only binary classification problems or are difficult to extend into multiclass versions (Yeang et al., 2001 ). The problem is further complicated by the fact that most of the monitored expression profiles may not be relevant to the description of the pathological state. As such, these variables could potentially degrade the performance of the classification scheme by masking the contribution of the relevant features. Thus, together with the development of classification tools in the context of multiple tumor types, the identification of those genes that are most likely to confer high classification accuracy is of paramount importance.
Two major approaches have been adopted to develop multiclass classification procedures; namely, the direct application of a multiclass model (i.e. neural networks in Khan et al., 2001 ) and the combination of several binary classifiers in conjunction with different multiclass prediction schemes (Yeang et al., 2001; Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Pomeroy et al., 2002) .
The purpose of this work is to present a multivariate procedure that allows: (i) marker identification by extracting genes related to specific pathological states; and (ii) robust diagnosis by accurately predicting the class of unlabeled tumor samples from the gene expression profiles of mul-tiple tumor types. Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to implement the modeling scheme called Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogy (SIMCA), originally developed by Wold (Wold, 1976) . In a multiclass problem, SIMCA works by considering each class separately. For each class, a principal component analysis is performed leading to a different PCA model for each category (thus called disjoint class models). Since the models are disjoint, the system describing one class does not depend on that of another category. When classifications of unknown samples are attempted, a comparison is made between the unclassified sample and each class model. Class assignment is achieved by finding the model that best fits the unknown specimen within a specified statistical significance. Even if reliable classification of previously unseen instances is the ultimate goal of the original approach, SIMCA has been adapted to solve the fundamental issue of feature selection in the context of multiclass tumor analysis using gene expression data. Thus, examining the structure of the variance explained by each model, it is possible to distinguish among the most important variables characterizing each single class and identify specific genes most highly correlated with the different tumor types.
This multiclass modeling approach has been applied to two gene expression databases involving various human tumor classes: (1) the data set from Golub et al. (1999) on acute leukemia classification; and (2) the study presented by Khan (Khan et al., 2001 ) on small round blue-cell tumors.
In this paper, the Methods section describes the implementation of the disjoint principal component scheme, the SIMCA classification rule, and the feature selection procedure based on the classifier feedback method. The Results section presents the application of the proposed approach to the analysis of gene expression data. Additional tables and figures are available in the Supplementary information section (denoted as S I throughout the test). The Results section also includes permutation analysis to examine the reproducibility and stability of the identified markers. The final Conclusion section discusses the proposed approach in comparison with other methods for the analysis of multiclass gene expression profiles and highlights future developments of the current project.
METHODS
SIMCA modeling technique exploits the properties of principal components analysis to extract patterns from a set of objects. These characteristics are then used to analyze the different classes of the data set and assign previously unseen objects to the class they resemble the most. The method, developed by Wold (Wold, 1976) , assumes that the objects in a single separate class are in some way similar. On the basis of this similarity, a principal component model is formulated on the objects defining each single class. The total model for a multiclass system consequently consists of a collection of disjoint PCA models, one for each class. Unclassified samples are then fitted to all calibrated class models and classified as belonging to the model they statistically best fit. As such, SIMCA also accounts for the possibility that unclassified objects might define a new class, not fitting any of the calibrated models, or might resemble the characteristics of more than one class. Even if it has been mostly applied to solve classification problems, SIMCA can also be used for feature selection, meaning the identification of those discriminating variables that better characterize a category.
Modeling scheme
A training matrix X consists of n objects from Q different known classes described by m variables. The observations x (q) ki of any submatrix X (q) (n q × m), containing n q < n training objects belonging to class q, are modeled separately by PCA. PCA is a widely used data analysis technique that allows reducing the dimensionality of the system while preserving information on the variable interactions (Joliffe, 1986) . PCA transforms the original variables into a set of linear combinations, the principal components (PC), which capture the data variability, are linearly independent and weighted in decreasing order of variance coverage. This allows a straightforward reduction of the data dimensionality by discarding the feature elements with low variability. Thus, all original m-dimensional data patterns can be optimally transformed to data patterns in a feature space with lower dimensionality. Singular value decomposition (SVD), the algorithm used in this work, or other decomposition methods can be applied to perform PCA after column autoscaling. Theoretical aspects of PC calculation will be omitted since several texts address the topic in detail (e.g. Joliffe, 1986) . After calibrating a principal component model for each class separately, data are described by a number of disjoint models:
where z (q) ki are the autoscaled training data of class q, A q the number of significant principal components in class q, l (q) ai the loading on component a of variable i in class q, t (q) ka the score of object k on component a in class q, and e (q) ki the residual of object k of the class q training set at variable i. This is equivalent to any PCA analysis, with the additional symbol q indicating that only the training data of class q are considered to construct the model. The number A q of significant principal components can be obtained using a cross-validation technique or setting a threshold on the minimum variance explained by A q factors.
Once the PC models of the Q classes have been derived, a class region is constructed around the A q PCs calculating the residual standard deviation for each class, s (q)2 0 , from the residuals e (q) ki of the class q training samples:
In Equation (2) the denominator represents the degrees of freedom computed according to De Maesschalck et al. (1999) and b is the minimum between n q − 1 and m.
The observations of any unclassified object p are then fit to all the Q models (1) 
Classification rule
The final classification of object p is obtained comparing its residual variances to the residual variance within each class q through an F-test:
If the F-value is smaller than the critical F-value (F limit ) at a given level of significance (i.e. 0.05) for (b − A q ) and (n q − A q − 1)(b − A q ) degrees of freedom, object p can be assigned to class q. It should be emphasized that, given the rule of Equation (4), there are 3 possible classification outcomes: (1) sample is exclusively assigned to one class; (2) sample does not belong to any class; (3) sample belongs to 2 or more classes. The second category is the result of a poor fit of the sample to the existing models. In this case, the sample may represent an outlier or an individual of a previously unconsidered new population and is labeled as neither. The third fate arises if the original classes do not contain specific information to be statistically different and the sample will be labeled as multiple.
Further details of the SIMCA procedure can be found in Wold (1976) ; Massart et al. (1988), and De Maesschalck et al. (1999) .
Feature selection
Feature selection is usually defined as the process of finding a subset of characteristics, from the original set of variables, optimal according to a defined goal or selection criterion. One of the selection paradigms indicates to select a feature subset that guarantees maximal within-class modeling power and between-class separability. This process helps the design of optimal predictor-classifiers exploiting ability of features to reproduce and distinguish patterns from different classes. Among the existing feature selection methods, the procedure used in this work is a modeldependent analysis, also known as classifier feedback approach (John et al., 1994) . According to this method, the quality of a selected feature subset is evaluated using as a criterion the performance of the classification algorithm for the reduced data set.
The feature selection procedure comprises three major steps: (i) identification of those variables that best describe any given class (i.e. the creation of class-specific lists of genes based on the modeling power of the original variables); (ii) scoring and ranking of the variables in each class-related list according to their ability to discriminate the class they model from all the other categories; and (iii) computation of the minimum number of variables needed to maximize multiclass classification.
The Q models defined in Equation (1) are used to sort and rank the different descriptors of the system in terms of their ability to describe a specific category while discriminating among the different classes. A class-qvariable is defined so that it presents large values of the residuals when class-q-samples are fitted to all categories but the true q model and, at the same time, the error of the q model is minimized only by class-q-samples. Specifically, for each of the original m variables, Q relevance indexes r (q) i are calculated as the weighted power of a variable to model the training objects of class q compared to the training samples of all the other Q − 1 classes:
In Equation (5), the numerator represents the average error generated by variable i when the samples of all Q − 1 classes different from q are projected into model q. The median can replace the mean to smooth the effect of possible outlying samples or if the number of samples in the training sets is relatively small. Given Equation (5) may not be able to uniquely describe a single category. Therefore, a further step is needed to refine M (q) lists and sort out the nondiscriminating descriptors.
In the second step, variables inside any M (q) partition are ranked based on their discriminatory power, or the ability to maximize not only the average error generated when projecting all classes into model q, but also the residual standard deviation of every single class. Specifically, each variable is scored according to the error induced by any single training set different from q (i.e. Once defined Q sorted lists from the original m variables, a systematic procedure for determining the minimum number of features needed to describe a phenotype and maximize multiclass classification is applied. The feature selection adopts SIMCA classification performance on a previously unseen set of objects (test set) as the search criterion. Several SIMCA models are calibrated on the objects of the Q training sets using different numbers of variables starting from the top-ranking in each sorted list (e.g. the first 5, 10, 20, etc. top-ranking variables in each classlist). For each block of class variables, the percentage of correct classification over the test set objects is calculated and the group of selected features is defined as the subset of class variables that maximizes the classifier performance (class markers).
RESULTS
The procedure based on PCA disjoint class models has been applied to the analysis of two gene expression databases involving various human tumor classes, namely the data set from Golub et al. (1999) on acute leukemia classification and the study presented by Khan et al. (2001) on small round blue-cell tumors. In both cases, the goal of the computational approach has been the selection of peculiar class markers and the assignment of previously unseen samples to multiple tumor classes.
Acute leukemia
The acute leukemia study provides measurements for 7129 probes in 72 samples collected from acute leukemia patients with 47 cases diagnosed as acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and the other 25, as acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Following the experimental setup described in Golub et al. (1999) , data has been split into a training set of 38 samples (19 B-ALL, 8 T-ALL, and 11 AML) and a blind test set of 34 samples (19 B-ALL, 1 T-ALL, and 14 AML). Before the application of the SIMCA scheme, gene expression values have been subjected to a variation filter that excluded genes showing minimal variation across the samples being analyzed and reduced the number of variables to 3930 (Armstrong et al., 2002) .
With the aim to first quantify the relative relevance of each transcript in describing different subtypes of leukemia, three PCA models are built using ALL-B, ALL-T, and AML training samples. A total of 4, 4, and 2 principal components accounting for the 71.9, 73.2, and 88.5% of the overall variance, respectively, describe the global model (Table 1 SI ). The number of principal components has been determined using a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure (details described in Joliffe, 1986) . The smaller number of principal components needed to describe the AML class indicates that AML objects are characterized by a peculiar multivariate structure.
The analysis of residuals in the three models allowed partitioning the original 3930 transcripts in 615 related to the class ALL-B, 2657 to the class ALL-T, and 658 to AML. After ranking the variables in the 3 sorted lists, several SIMCA models have been calibrated on the training sets to determine the minimum number of features needed to describe each phenotype. Specifically, 76 different SIMCA classifiers are trained using variable subsets of increasing size created from the sorted list of each class. As an example, in Tables 2 SI and 3 SI the subset of 6 total variables is composed selecting the first 2 of the 615 ALL-B, the first 2 of the 2657 ALL-T, and the first 2 of the 658 AML class-specific genes. For comparison, a SIMCA classifier has been calibrated also using all 3930 original variables. In this phase, the number of principal components has been automatically determined setting a threshold of 70% on the minimum variance explained. For any variable subset, the classification of the 34 test set objects has been calculated using SIMCA classification rule. Figure 1a and Table 3 SI show the classification performance in terms of correctly classified, misclassified, multiple and neither test samples for the different variable subsets. The best classification performance, defined as the higher percentage of correct assignments over the test set objects, is obtained using the top 30 ÷ 32 variables of each class subset. In particular with 30 variables/class, 28 samples have been correctly classified, 2 samples have been recognized by more than one model and 4 samples did not statistically resemble the characteristics of any training set (Tables 4 SI and 5 SI). The best test set performance (i.e. 82.3% of correctly identified samples) could seem lower than the classification results obtained by Golub (Golub et al., 1999) , Chow (Chow et al., 2001) , or Nguyen (Nguyen and Rocke, 2002 ) using other modeling schemes. However, it has to be noted that no sample has been misclassified and that the relatively poorer classification performance is only determined by the presence of samples labeled as multiple and neither. Specifically, the specimen labeled as multiple are #66 and #67, two samples that are not properly assigned also using other classification methods (Golub et al., 1999; Nguyen and Rocke, 2002) . Instead, the neither category accounts for those samples that cannot receive a statistically confident classification and is comparable to the Prediction Strength defined by Golub et al. (1999) or the Diagnosis index introduced by Khan et al. (2001) . Indeed, as shown in Table 6 SI, samples labeled as neither can receive a correct classification considering only their distance from the three models (described by the variance of the deviations s (q)2 p ), but this call cannot be considered statistically confident. Table 7 SI lists the top-30 features (class markers) that maximize the classifier performance while Figures 1 SI, 2 SI, and 3 SI show the expression levels in the three classes for some of the identified markers. Raw data, lists of top-discriminators from previous studies (Golub et al., 1999; Keller et al., 2000; Chow et al., 2001) , and experimental evidences support the specificity of the selected features (Table 7 SI) .
Small, round blue-cell tumors
The small, round blue-cell tumors (SRBCT) data set consists of 2308 gene-expression profiles from cDNA experiments describing four childhood malignancies: neuroblastoma (NB), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS), nonHodgkin lymphoma (NHL), and the Ewing family of tumors (EWS). The original training set consists of 63 samples and includes both tumor biopsy material and cell lines. The independent test set consists of 25 samples representing tumors, cell lines, and non-SRBCT specimen (2 normal muscle tissues, Test 9 and Test 13, and 3 cell lines, Test 3, Test 5, and Test 11).
Four PCA disjoint models have been built using the training samples of each class (Table 8 SI) . In the global model, 8 components model EWS samples (explaining 73.2% of the overall variance), 8 components are needed for RMS (72.5% of the total variance), and 6 and 4 principal components describe NB and BL classes, respectively (75.6 and 73.7% of the overall variance). The analysis of the model residuals allowed partitioning the original 2308 variables in four sorted subsets of 600, 496, 512, and 700 genes related to EWS, RMS, NB, and BL respectively. To identify the transcripts characterizing each SRBCT class, SIMCA modeling scheme has been applied to the independent test set using different subsets of variables starting from the top-ranking in any sorted list. Specifically, 90 different SIMCA classifiers have been calibrated using different gene subsets and all 2308 original variables (Table 9 SI). Figure 1b Tables 10 SI, 11 SI, and 12 SI report the classification performances for different variable subsets. The best classification performance (76% of correctly classified samples) is obtained using the top 10 ÷ 15 variables of each class subset. In particular, 19 samples have been correctly classified, 2 samples have been misclassified and 4 recognized by more than one model. The misclassified samples are the two normal muscle tissues, Test 9 and Test 13 classified as RMS, while 3 out of 4 objects labeled as multiple are non-SRBCT cell lines (Test 3, Test 5, and Test 11). Comparing these findings with Khan's results, it can be noted that, similarly to SIMCA, the neural network committee scored equally Test 3, Test 5, and Test 11, while Test 9 and Test 13 received a higher vote for the RMS class. Moreover, SIMCA best classification (76%) is comparable to the diagnostic performance of the neural network scheme (72%). Table 13 SI lists the top 15 class markers maximizing the classifier performance and Figures 4 to 7 of Supplementary information show the expression profiles for some of them. The comparison of this subset with Khan's top ranked genes reveals that 41 of the 60 transcripts identified by SIMCA have been also selected by the neural network according to their relevance for the total classification. Finally, it is worthwhile comparing the number of features selected using the SIMCA scheme and determined by Khan's neural network. Indeed, SIMCA suggests using approximately 60 total variables while the neural network scheme achieved the best classification performance considering 96 genes. However, only 61 of the 96 markers selected by Khan are specific for a single class while the remaining 35 are over-expressed in more than one category. Since this condition induces a low variable ranking in the SIMCA-based feature extraction method, these latter 35 variables have not been identified as top-markers by the proposed procedure. Even if most of the genes specifically expressed in SRBCTs have not been previously related to the analyzed tumor types (Khan et al., 2001) , among the transcripts listed in Table  13 SI there are known EWS markers like MIC2 and GYG2, genes reported to be expressed in RMS (e.g. IGF2, MYL4, FGFR4, TNNT1), in neuroblastoma cell lines (e.g. MAP1B, MYO1B, NEF3, CRMP1) and in Burkitt lymphomas (e.g. CD10, HLA-DMA, ISG20, WAS).
Reliability of the identified markers and classification results
To examine the reproducibility and stability of the selected genes, the marker identification and classification procedure has been repeated for different choices of the PCA parameters (e.g. number of selected components based on the total explained variance) and for varying compositions of the training set. Using the leukemia data set, four global models have been built automatically selecting the number of principal components that explained different amounts of the total variance (i.e. 50, 70, 80, and 90%) . From the analysis of the top-30 genes identified by the four models (Table 14 SI) , it can be inferred that the gene selection procedure is rather insensitive to the number of factors used to build the PCA models. Indeed, approximately 80% of the top-30 transcripts is conserved even in models described by varying number of principal components.
In addition to the training sets assigned by Golub et al. (1999) and Khan et al. (2001) , SIMCA has been applied also to training and test sets obtained from random shuffles of the original assignments. Indeed, the reliability of feature selection and classification is a fundamental issue in model design, especially given the relatively small sample size associated with microarray data from cancer studies. When not enough samples are available for an extensive cross-validation and generalization analysis (jackknife method), a technique to assess the independence of selected features and classification performances from the chosen training set is to perform randomizations (permutations) of the original data set. Thus, P = 100 permuted data sets have been randomly generated starting from all leukemia and SRBCT samples. In particular, 100 equal random splits of 36 training and 36 test samples have been originated from the 72 leukemia specimen. Figure 2a shows the distribution of classifications (percentage of correctly classified samples) from the randomization analysis (Table 15 SI) as compared to the classification performance obtained using Golub's original train/test split (i.e. 82.3%, solid line). Both Figure 2a and Table  15 SI show the substantial stability of the estimates, given the small number of available samples and the inherent variability of the data. Similarly, Table 16 SI and Figure  8 SI show the percentage of the top-30 class-markers that are conserved when models are calibrated on random training sets as compared to those obtained using the original training set. Although the amount of non-random overlap is highly significant for ALL-B and ALL-T classes (i.e. on average 73 and 82%), the selection of AML-marking genes is more dependent on the populations used to calibrate the models (i.e. 51% of conserved markers). This result, considering also similar findings obtained by Li et al. (2001) using a genetic algorithm for gene selection, seems more a peculiarity of the leukemia data set than a general flaw of the method.
The same procedure has been applied to the SRBCT data set and Figure 2b shows the distribution of classifications from the randomization analysis (Table 17 SI) . The classification performance obtained using Khan's original 63/25 partition (i.e. 76%) is reported for comparison (solid line) and confirms the stability of the estimates. Table 18 SI and Figure 9 SI show the percentage of the top-15 markers of each class that are conserved when the models are calibrated on random training sets as compared to those obtained using the original training set. In this second case study, the average percentage of conserved markers (i.e. 84, 79, 84, and 78% for EWS, RMS, NB, and BL respectively) clearly indicates that the selected set of genes is reliable in all the four classes and almost independent from the samples used to calibrate the models. have been developed in the context of multiple tumor categories. Specifically, Golub's group at MIT Whitehead Institute performed multiclass classification combining several binary classifiers (e.g. weighted voting, k-nearest neighbors, and support vector machines) in conjunction with different combination approaches (e.g. oneagainst-all, hierarchical partitioning; Yeang et al., 2001; Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Pomeroy et al., 2002) . Genes that correlate with each tumor class are identified by sorting all transcripts according to their signal-to-noise values (Golub et al., 1999) . Instead, Khan and co-workers applied artificial neural networks (ANN) to analyze cancer specimens belonging to different diagnostic categories. The ANN-based models have been trained to predict at the output layer the classification of previously unseen samples and the sensitivity of the classification has been linked to changes in gene expression levels thus identifying a subset of discriminating transcripts. The calibration of the model required the preliminary reduction of the feature space through principal component analysis since neural networks are prone to over-fitting if the analyzed system, as in the case of tumor expression profiling, is described by thousands of variables. Recently, Nguyen and Rocke (Nguyen and Rocke, 2002) extended the Partial Least Squares (PLS) procedure, previously presented for binary classification, to the analysis of cancer samples from multiple classes and Stephanopoulos et al. (2002) proposed a method based on Fisher discriminant analysis.
CONCLUSION
In this context, the present work addresses the implementation of a multivariate procedure that allows marker identification by extracting transcriptional features of physiological state and sample diagnosis by classifying a tumor specimen through the supervised analysis/comparison of expression profiles from multiple tumor types. The gene selection and sample classification scheme is based on Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogy (SIMCA) and relies on the calibration of a principal component model for each class present in the analyzed data set (disjoint class models). In the context of gene expression analysis of multiple tumor types, the original SIMCA design has been adapted to solve the critical issue of feature selection. In particular, specific subsets of genes most highly correlated with several tumor categories have been identified examining the variance structure explained by each model, evaluating the performance of the classification scheme, and selecting those feature subsets that guarantees the maximal within-class modeling power as well as between-class separability. SIMCA procedure addresses the multiclass analysis directly with no need to design and combine binary classifiers or preliminarily reduce the feature space.
This multiclass modeling approach has been applied to two gene expression databases of different human tumor classes and the method has been able to identify groups of genes that could represent bases for subsequent experimental investigations. Moreover, the classification procedure has been able to distinguish with accuracy and robustness between multiple tumor subtypes.
Recently, the method has been also applied to a re-examination of the acute lymphoblastic leukemia database presented by Armstrong et al. (2002) . This analysis allowed distinguishing samples carrying the t(4;11) chromosomal translocation, a mixed-lineage leukemia gene (MLL) genetic aberration characterized by frequent occurrence and adverse prognosis in infants.
